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Deployments 2-8, 12m Near Surface Instrument Frame  



Benefit of OOI arrays - sensor redundancy 



Deployment 5: AC-S estimated chlorophyll vs Fluorometer 



Pure Water Calibration (PWC)

● Calibration beyond the factory calibration is needed in low chlorophyll (oligotrophic, 
open ocean, etc.) regions, because it makes up a substantial portion of the signal 

● To apply the pure water calibration 
○ Acquire calibration files from Al Fresco 
○ Apply temperature and salinity correction to the calibration file 
○ Subtract TS corrected calibration from the TS corrected absorptance 
○ Apply the scatter correction 
○ Interpret data?



Applying the pure water calibration: get associated data 

Find the serial number and time period of deployment of your sensor 

-> Go to Al Fresco and find the associated files 



The .pdf - getting the water calibration temperature



The .zip -

.dev file

open in text editor 



The temperature and salinity correction 
Create the .csv and take it to python

See if the calibration 

is good,

might need to subset



Apply Pure Water Cals

Go into process_optaa.optaa_datalogger function and add some code

Subtract PWC from TS corrected absorbance 





Lessons learned and future exploration

● Irminger data needs the pure water calibration applied to be interpretable

● Fluorometer and AC-S estimated chl follow the same patterns but have a 

different magnitude
○ Might this be the result of the method used to calculate chl? Needs further investigation 

Future work

● Can we see evidence of phytoplankton community change in the spring 

bloom, or in the spring vs fall blooms?

● Does changing the line height chlorophyll specific absorption coefficient (a*p) 

impact the alignment with fluorometer data?

● Look for evidence of lamp dimming and how it might be corrected
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